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ABSTRACT
The creation of the BRICS Development Bank is being regarded as a tectonic shift in the global
strategic landscape. Its creation can launch us into a Post-Western world where the agenda of development
will be decided by the major stakeholders of the developing nations and not dictated by the World Bank
politics and the roadblocks that might thwart its smooth emergence. The paper will further focus on the
for the future development of BRICS as a major development institution. The paper conclude that the
whole world, especially the BRICS countries desire India to perform extraordinarily in economic growth,
but the country is deeply enmeshed in its domestic political and social churning which would act as
constrain against its galloping growth for decades.
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Introduction
direct challenge to the World Bank and the IMF - both dominated by the US. The BRICS announced that their
establishment of a multilateral development bank will contribute to ‘a more just world order.’ South Africa
(ICC) 1.
common ground upon areas of importance for these major economies.
in 2009, where the elected leaders of the four countries (Brazil, Russia, India, and China) formally declared
the membership of the BRIC economic bloc. South Africa joined the bloc at the 3rd conference held in Sanya
in 2010, resulting into expansion of acronym from BRIC to BRICS. In future there is possibility of adopting
more countries into this group and further develop this organization as a common platform for the deliberation
of global and regional developmental issues.
Jim O’Neil, a Goldman Sachs expert had coined the term BRIC. He could have never imagined that
this acronym would have such an impact upon world politics. O’Neill believed that because of their sheer
size and their enormous population; China, India, Russia and Brazil had the economic potential. BRICS as
an economic and a diplomatic bloc has evolved from scratch since 2009 and has consolidated itself more and
more by getting institutionalized. It is emerging as a major economic bloc with effective consequences for the
global economic governance. At the Durban Summit, agreements signed included ,interalia, green economy
which will provide business to business linkages within the grouping, while an agreement on the establishment
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of a BRICS Think-Tanks Council that was signed on March 11 was formally declared. They also recognized
2

The Case for a New Development Bank
Together the BRICS account for 25% of global GDP and 43% of the world’s population, 20 percent of
global trade and attract 53 percent of the foreign capital. These countries are currently generating about 45
percent growth of the world economy. The intra- trade among BRICS nations is also increasing at a very high
almost 100% net growth over a period of a little more than four years. According to the World Bank, BRICS
member states are driving almost 50 percent of the global economic growth. At the New Delhi summit, leaders

in the year 2012.

researchers and other emerging economies. In contrast with the BRICS economies, the US economy is staring
at a black hole. The middle-class might slip into poverty and the poor would be forced to live on charity as
crisis era, when the European economies are collapsing one by one, the BRICS economy continues to develop
Table:1
BRICS Balance Sheet 3

Jim O’Neill had predicted that by 2015, the combined size of the BRICS economies will become as big
as the US and by the year 2027, the group would set to become as big as the G-7. 4 BRICS economies are today
the driving power of the global economy and of global trade. As their economic strength increases, BRICS are
economic performance has played a major role in saving the collapsing world economy. Therefore, the whole
world look towards the BRICS countries with sheer expectation.
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a tectonic shift in the global political development. Its creation can launch humanity into a Post-western world
where the agenda of development will be decided by the major stakeholders of the developing nations and not
dictated by the Western nations-controlled the World Bank and the IMF. Jim O’Neill, Chairman of Goldman
Sachs Asset Management told media in Beijing that “the BRICS Development Bank could become a World
Bank
”. 5
The Creation of a New Development Bank
After ushering into the 21st century, India and China hold a clear view about their role in the new world

world. The leadership of two countries strongly feel that institutions like the World Bank, the International
found clout. In the past, at various global forums, India and China expressed their concern about the “slow pace
of quota and governance reforms” in the IMF. Indian and Chinese leadership has long emphasized the need for
and IMF. The two organizations heeded to their demand partially in the last few years by increasing the voting
power of India and China and also started appointing Indian and Chinese economists in their top management
and board of directors. But the major concern with regard to the functioning of the World Bank has never
been addressed. India and China are jointly seeking that “nature of the Bank must shift from an institution
that essentially mediates North-South cooperation to an institution that promotes equal partnership with all
countries as a way to deal with development issues and to overcome an outdated donor- recipient dichotomy.” 6
Since such fundamental change in the DNA of global institutions come as a cropper against western hegemony,
the voice of India and China were not heard with much seriousness at these international institutions. Indian
of the 21st century.
The idea of setting up a BRICS development bank as an alternative to the Western-dominated World
Bank and the International Monetary Fund was mooted by India during the 2012 meeting of the organization’s

the BRICS Bank itself was postponed until the next summit in Brazil during 2014. There has been some
pessimism among certain quarters of the member countries that Western countries will not accept the creation
of a parallel Developmental Bank which will rival the existing World Bank and the IMF. But at the Durban
summit, the BRICS leadership has emphasized the point that the BRICS Development Bank will work together
is more biased towards developed countries and recently much engaged with bailing out merely crashing
European economies.
In the post World War-II era, the Western powers have only interfered in the domestic arena of the
sovereign nations in the name of development aid. There was no Marshall Fund kind of initiative for the Asian
and African countries and developing world was denied basic rights of development as the West controlled the
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debt crisis, 1994 Mexico currency crisis, 1997, East Asian crisis, 1999 Brazil crisis, and 2002 Argentina crisis,

the Western countries controlled Global Financial Institutions for their slow response during crisis. Though,
China and India were not severely affected by the 1997 Asian Financial Crisis as a result of capital controls in
the case of China and minimal foreign investment in the case of India. But, they played an important role in by
which can bail out the developing countries during any future crisis. The Chiang Mai Initiative was a right
step in this direction led by Japan, but later it could not be institutionalized and under American pressure it has

Out of such conundrum, the need for a fresh thinking for channelizing the immense foreign reserve that
BRICS countries have created in the last two decades, has arisen. The creation of BRICS Development Bank

BRICS fund would be used to draw on in times of liquidity or other crises and to foster trade.
However, this has given sleepless night to those who think that BRICS nation cannot work together
and they meet just for a photo opportunity. In the mainstream Western media, doubts have been raised as
what are the special characters of BRICS Development Bank and what mechanism it would follow.7 There
has been attempt to derail the process by raising the hoax of China-dominated BRICS. But the leaders of the
BRICS will be wise enough to dispel any negative thinking and work on equal basis for creating a new world
order and global economic governance. The establishment of BRICS development bank will have important
implications for the distribution of wealth and power among developing nations, as no similar organization
exists as of now which can exploit the newly built wealth and foreign reserves of these nations. This will be a
Resisting Rivalry within BRICS
development bank that would rival Western-backed institutions such as World Bank and IMF. Was it due to

the New York Times, “aside from impressive growth over the past decade and an individual desire for a greater
say in the institutions of global economic governance, these disparate countries have little in common.” 8
as the long-term substitute for hub and spoke system of trading with the US.
There is no easy answer as of now to the above questions. The blueprint of the proposed Bank has yet
as Brazil and India is coming from the world Western Powers who want these countries to be concerned about
Chinese dominance in the Bank. But the two countries will not be under any obligation to heed to the ulterior
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motive from the world hegemonic powers and kill the bank in its embryonic form. India, China and all the
summit meeting which is not yet decided. Following could be some of the basic steps where consensus has

reached is to start trading in respective currencies and minimize the use of Dollar as a global currency. The
BRICS-led South-South development bank, and recycling budget surpluses into investment in developing
through this mechanism. Meanwhile China would like the bank to invest in trade-multiplying projects. The
BRICS and especially, China’s and India’s growing share of global foreign reserves has given the emerging
economies an increasing say in how the international monetary system are to be reformed and also an increasing
responsibility to help correct global imbalances.

that the same will reduce in future drastically. The total trade volume between the two countries crossed 70
a total value of 50 billion USD goods and services from China, but exported only 20 billion USD of goods and
services. Therefore, there is need for a negotiation with China to allow more market access for Indian products
and services. There is some concern that in the future, China’s rising power will likely provide a challenge to
BRICS cooperation and the BRIC is as a grouping. It may be sorted out by devising some mechanism in the
working of the bank or the overall functioning of the BRICS as an institution, so that equal weightage is given
to all the stake holders.
rise to lots of concerns about the feasibility of the bank. Despite various common agenda that BRICS have
its massive economic clout, military power and a huge forex reserve. China is the most prominent member of
the BRICS countries and already the second largest economy in the world. China’s growing importance in the
world economy is also prompting its increased active participation in the international policy making arena.
Therefore, the decisions China makes - both in its own interest and within a BRICS context - are extremely
Emerging powers, including the BRICS countries, are developing countries. These are in need of huge
capital investment to sustain their current and future economic growth rate. These are mostly young nations and
a huge share of population is waiting to join their middle class. At the same time, these emerging economies
are among the most unequal societies on the planet and the growth path taken by their growing middle classes
– with massive energy usage for cars, air conditioners, and household equipment – is unsustainable. Growth
consumption of energy and resources. China’s increasing demand for imports might become an important
source of growth for the world economy. China’s thirst for basic commodities such as aluminum, steel, copper,
coal and oil has helped push their world prices to record levels. Simultaneously, ever-increasing export of
manufactured products is putting downward pressure on their prices. The entry of China into the WTO in 2001
has speeded up the opening of one of the biggest potential markets. The extent to which China has opened to
foreign trade can be illustrated by the share of total trade (exports plus imports) in GDP over time. According
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to the World Bank Development Indicators, in 1970, trade contributed 5.3% to GDP climbing to 34.8% in 1990,
44.2% in 2000 and rising sharply after WTO accession to reach a massive 65% in 20129. BRICS leaders should
establish business and think tank councils and launch an investigation into how trade can be more balanced,
with other BRICS countries increasing their exports to China. The currency swaps would open the door for
BRICS countries have great potential for cooperation in the agriculture, tourism, and academic sector.
But there has been limited progress in these areas. These countries can negotiate a free trade agreement only in
some limited products. The Durban Summit of BRICS did set up a Joint Business Council that would seek to
in creating an integrated market among the BRICS nations. The member countries have yet to identify clear
business opportunities, economic complementarities and areas of cooperation among them. The progress may
be very slow as each country has its own comparative advantages; hence there is a scope for huge bargaining

month and augment it with visa-on-arrival facilities for tourists. This will give big push towards a greater
consolidation of their economic relations and will also help in building political trust.
There are other areas of concern which the BRICS nations must sort out for a long term growth and
united front at the global fora. The issue of energy is the foremost agenda for India and China. Can BRICS as
powers can cooperate, the scramble for fossil fuel that ignite rivalry between India and China can be ended. We
can only express optimism that BRICS mechanism can promote China - India Relationship by giving regular
to keep aside border problem and in the absence of a permanent border settlement, long lasting political trust
between India and China is unlikely. Is there a minimalist mechanism that India may follow to building its
India’s Partnership with China
Skeptics have raised concern that deep mistrust between BRICS countries would likely limit how close
the grouping could become. This is especially true between India and China. India and China share the longest
boundary problem in the world which is still far from reaching a mutually acceptable settlement. When the
Chinese army (PLA) crossed over the LAC in the Daulet Beg Oldi sector of Ladakh in April this year, they
Asia. Being a responsible country, China could have avoided such provocations. But nevertheless, at various
bilateral and international summits the leadership of the both countries has displayed the will and ability to
manage their differences and build on commonalities. In the late 1980s, the then leaders of the two countries
decided to maintain peace and tranquility on the border and we have been successful in doing so for several
decades. Without waiting for a settlement of the boundary issue, the two countries have gone ahead with
economic engagement and developed trading relations to the point that China is India’s largest trading partner
in goods and gradually the two countries are seeking common stand at international forums such as WTO and
Climate Change. China has proposed a border defense cooperation agreement to avoid any misunderstanding
counter-terrorism exercise in China is expected this year. It is expected visit of Indian Defense Minister, and
later by Indian Prime Minister, will take forward the bilateral relationship to some new level. Dr. Singh, since
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assuming the premiership in 2004 has well articulated his China policy as that of “partnership” and not that of
“competition”, as he stated on several occasions that there is enough space for both India and China to grow
together peacefully and create wealth and prosperity for their citizens.10
The new premier of China, Dr. Li Keqiang made a successful trip to Delhi and Mumbai which was
impacting Chinese Premier Li Keqiang’s visit to India, the Ladakh intrusion loomed large. The Chinese
economy is facing an immense challenge of rebalancing in the current decade in order to make the growth
more balanced , equitable and sustainable. There is a huge pressure on the new premier as his predecessor have
best to seek new market for Chinese products, as demands in western countries are shrinking. Business was on
top of his agenda when he met his Indian counterpart in Delhi. He signed several documents for a new era of
cooperation between the two countries, which included education, trade, Science & technology and new energy
sector.
eying now huge Indian market. But, agreements are yet to be signed. China and India have no cooperation in
the area of nuclear energy. Since 2005, China has been pushing for a FTA with India, but the same can be done
only after balancing the risks vis-a vis advantages. China is also trying to internationalize its currency RMB,
but India has given cold response and has not shown interest in using RMB as a currency for reciprocal trade.
Although India is still emerging, China is no longer an emerging power or a developing country. India
has been under pressure to continue its high economic growth as well as military modernization. At the same
time, it should continue working with China on various regional and global issues of common concern. This
can be achieved either in the framework of BRICS or even out of it such as IBSA, which was created for
putting a common front against the industrialized countries on the issue of reduction in carbon emissions. In the
South Asian region, India and China are now engaged in sharing their views related to the post- war situation
in Afghanistan. NATO has withdrawn and the US is indulging Taliban in talks in Doha infuriating present
Afghan administration. Two countries have similar predicament in the stability of Iran, civil war in Syria and
peace process in the Middle East. There is a concerted policy in China to develop the Western region, such
as Sichuan, Yunnan, Gansu, Xinjiang and Tibet. These regions are seeking closer cooperation with India by
increasing border trade and tourism. But the visa regime is still very strict and there is no indication of any
progress. However, India is considering issuing tourist visa on arrival for Chinese pilgrims visiting Buddhist
sectors.
Future of India and BRICS
India has been perceived as a soft power known for its immense contribution to the world civilization in

location, the country has always played an important role in the progress of human civilization. India is at the
heart of Asia and along with China, it has always been the torchbearer of the Asian civilization. But in the
current BRICS grouping, India faces some tough challenges emanating from its largest neighbor which may
India should face the challenge and work out a common agenda to work with China and other member
countries in order to create a balanced economic growth. In the 21st century, India has emerged as one of the
three major states of Asia along with China and Japan. The prospects for India as a rising power depend on how
it faces domestic challenges and engages with its neighbors. Over the next two decades, India will overtake
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China as the country with the largest working-age population. The increase in India’s working population has
the potential to fuel substantial economic growth. However, India has always had a large, rapidly growing
population. Sustaining strong growth will require that the country increasingly and more productively employ
its labor force.
It is beyond doubt that the current world order is undergoing an economic and political transition. There
is a shift in power from the traditional to the emerging world. It is only natural to see the emergence of new
institutions like BRICS. However, there is still no clear consensus on the scope and agenda of BRICS. BRICS
as an international organization is still in infancy and has its own teething problem. Nevertheless BRICS as an
institution representing almost 40 % of the world population should express its opinion on matters of global
importance like Syria crisis. BRICS can initiate meaningful steps in different global fora to address the political
and economic crisis in the different regions and hence establish its legitimacy as an important platform for
developing nations. The paramount focus of the BRICS economies should be to work with the international
community in keeping the multilateral trading system stable, and curb trade protectionism. BRICS can be a
neutral platform for China and India to work together. From the experience of joint cooperation, China and
India can extend the cooperative framework to encompass working with other Asian powers, including the
Association of Southeast Asian Nations, Japan, and the US, to ensure peace, prosperity, and stability in the
region.
Despite being very diverse in their economic, political and social structure, we can expect that the
BRICS countries will emerge as a new trading block, and in the coming years they will be able to develop
homogenous interests. The BRICS have come together in a political grouping in a way that has far exceeded
and academic institutions, and government institutions will be necessary not only to build a consensus on

an early announcement of the details of the rics Bank. This substantive step only can shunt down those western
skeptics and prove what South African President Zuma said to reporters at the end of the summit: “Brics is not
a talk show, It is a serious grouping,”.
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